Effect of Chromium Behavior on Mechanical and Electrical Properties of P/M Copper-Chromium Alloy Dispersed with VGCF
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Abstract—Microstructural and electrical properties of Cu-chromium alloy (Cu-Cr) dispersed with vapor-grown carbon fiber (VGCF), prepared by powder metallurgy (P/M) process have been investigated. Cu-0.7 mass% Cr pre-alloyed powder (Cu-Cr) made by water atomization process was used as raw materials, which contained solid solute Cr elements in Cu matrix. The alloy powder coated with un-bundled VGCF by using oil coating process was consolidated at 1223 K in vacuum by spark plasma sintering, and then extruded at 1073 K. The extruded Cu-Cr alloy (monolithic alloy) had 209.3 MPa YS and 80.4 IACS% conductivity. The extruded Cu-Cr with 0.1 mass% VGCF composites revealed a small decrease of YS compared to the monolithic Cu-Cr alloy. On the other hand, the composite had a higher electrical conductivity than that of the monolithic alloy. For example, Cu-Cr with 0.1 mass% VGCF composite sintered for 5 h showed 182.7 MPa YS and 89.7 IACS% conductivity. In the case of Cu-Cr with VGCFs composites, the Cr concentration was observed around VGCF by SEM-EDS analysis, where Cr solid solution compounds were detected by TEM observation. The amount of Cr solid solution in the matrix of the Cu-Cr composites alloy was about 50% compared to the monolithic Cu-Cr sintered alloy, and resulted in the remarkable increment of the electrical conductivity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Cu and Cu alloys with high strength and high electrical conductivity have been widely used in industry as important functional materials. In general, Cu alloys, such as brass and bronze, have potentials for mechanical property improvement by solid solution strengthening and precipitation strengthening. However, the electron can transfer in the matrix easily under a small amount of alloying elements [1]. Therefore, it is difficult to produce Cu alloys with both high strength and electrical conductivity by the conventional metallurgical method.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) exhibit excellent properties, such as a high Young’s modulus and electrical conductivity [2], [3]. They are expected to improve both mechanical and electrical properties by the dispersion of CNTs in the materials. In the previous report, Mg alloy with CNTs and Ti with CNTs composites had high strengths because of the dispersion strengthening of the CNTs and in-situ formed carbides during sintering in the metal matrix [4]-[6].

There were previous research studies related to the mechanical property and electrical conductivity of Cu alloys [7]-[9]. The Cu alloys had high strength by precipitation strengthening; however, the electrical conductivity was decreased by increasing the amount of alloy elements [10], [11]. The conductivity of the Cu alloy could be improved by using heat treatment (aging) [12], [13] and carbon addition [14]. Author’s previous study showed that Cu-Ti with CNTs had both high strength and high electrical conductivity [15]. The reaction between Ti and CNTs was caused dispersion strengthened and electrical pass in the matrix.

In this study, vapor-grown carbon fibers (VGCFs), which are multi-walled carbon nanotubes, were added to produce a Cu-Cr alloy with both high strength and high electrical conductivity. A small amount of chromium as alloying element had been added in order to increase wettability between the Cu matrix and VGCFs. A rapidly solidified Cu alloy powder was used in this study, and the effects of the reactions between VGCFs and chromium as alloying element during the sintering on the tensile strength and electrical conductivity of the consolidated materials was investigated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Cu-Cr pre-alloy powders (Cu 99.3 mass% and chromium 0.7 mass% with mean particle size 159.3 μm) were prepared by the water atomization process. VGCF with 20-50 nm in diameter and 500-1000 nm length was used in this research. The SEM observation results of these materials are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows the schematic of fabrication process of the elemental mixture of Cu-Cr with VGCF composite powder. First, Cu-Cr pre-alloy powder with 0.02 mass% oil (Clesafe oil: JX Nippon Oil & Energy) was mixed by ball milling (AV-2: ASAHI RIKA Co.) for 3.6 ks at 120 rpm. Then the Cu-Cr alloy powder with 0.1 mass% VGCF mixtures were prepared by rocking milling (RM-05: SEIWA GIKEN Co.) for 3.6 ks at 700 rpm. The temperature to remove Clesafe oil was investigated by thermogravimetric analysis (DTG-60: SHIMADZU Co.) under the heating rate of 0.17 K/s in Ar gas atmosphere [16]. From the TG analysis profile, the oil could be successfully removed under 673 K.
Cu-Cr with VGCFs composite powder and monolithic Cu-Cr powder were sintered by using Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS, SPS-1030: SPS SYNTEX INC) process at 1223 K for 1.8 and 18 ks under 30 MPa pressure in vacuum (6 Pa). Cu-Cr with VGCFs compacts were preheated at 1073 K for 800 s with a heating rate of 2 K/s in Ar atmosphere by the infrared ray gold image furnace (TPC-1000:ULVAC Co.). After preheating, the compact was immediately extruded by using hydraulic press (2000 kN SHP-200-450: SHIBAYAMA MAIKAI Co.) under an extrusion ratio of 12.8. Electrical conductivity was measured by electrical conductivity meter (AutoSigma 3000: GE Inspection Technologies). Mechanical properties of extruded composite were evaluated by tensile testing equipment (AUTOGRAPH AG-X: SHIMADZU) with a strain rate of 5×10⁻⁴ s⁻¹. The microstructural observation by scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM-6500F: JEOL) was carried out on raw powder and consolidated specimens. As-received raw VGCFs and VGCFs dispersed in the wrought Cu alloy were analyzed using Raman spectroscopy (HORIBA, LabRam ARAMIS SC-O). 532 nm laser was selected with the acquisition time of 10 s. X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS EX-64175JMU: JEOL) on SEM and Transmission Electron Microscopes (TEM, JEM-2100F: JEOL) were used for composition analysis. The TEM observation samples were prepared by the focused ion beam apparatus (FIB, FB-2000S: Hitachi).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 shows the SEM observation on Cu-Cr powder coated with 0.1 mass% VGCFs. In the mixing method used in this experiment, VGCFs were uniformly dispersed on the Cu alloy powder surface without the damage. The some aggregation of VGCFs as size of about 10 micron meter existed at unevenness on powder surface.

The tensile properties of hot extruded Cu-Cr with VGCFs composite on s contents were shown in Fig. 4. Cu-Cr without VGCFs had 274 MPa UTS, 209 MPa YS and 24.3% elongation. YS and UTS of extruded Cu-Cr with VGCFs slightly decreased compared to the monolithic Cu-Cr alloy. Mechanical properties of extruded materials of Cu-Cr with VGCFs sintered for 0.5h and Cu-Cr with VGCFs sintered for 5h had same levels. The elongations of them were almost same as the monolithic Cu-Cr alloy.

The electrical conductivities of the monolithic Cu-Cr and Cu-Cr with VGCFs composites were shown in Fig. 5. The electrical conductivities of composite materials increased compared to the monolithic alloy. The electrical conductivities of Cu-Cr with VGCFs sintered for 1.8 ks and that sintered for 5h were 86.4 IACS% and 89.7 IACS%, respectively. In general, an electrical conductivity of Cu with CNTs composite is not improved because of the low wettability between matrix and CNTs. However, in this research, these materials used Cu-Cr with VGCFs powder had high strength and improved...
electrical conductivity. In addition, long time sintered material of Cu-Cr with VGCFs composite had higher electrical conductivity compared to composite material for short sintered time.

Fig. 5 Electrical conductivities extruded materials of Cu-Cr and Cu-Cr with VGCFs composite for several sintering time

Fig. 6 showed the fractured surfaces of tensile test specimens; Cu-Cr with VGCFs (a) and P/M Pure Cu with 0.1 mass% VGCFs (b). In the case of Cu-Cr with VGCFs composite alloy, VGCFs were dispersed on the fracture surface, and bonded well with Cu-Cr alloy matrix. On the other hand, VGCFs was not existed on fracture surface of P/M Pure Cu with 0.1 mass% VGCFs. Mechanical properties of this material was low compared with pure Cu [15]. It was considered that these VGCFs reinforced Cu-Cr matrix by the suitable bonding.

Fig. 6 SEM observation on fractured surfaces of tensile test specimens of Cu-Cr/VGCFs (a) and pure Cu /VGCFs (b)

SEM-EDS analysis on Cu-Cr composite with VGCFs was shown in Fig. 7. In the case of monolithic Cu-Cr (a), there was little chromium segregation around primary particle boundaries. Solid solution of chromium in monolithic Cu-Cr alloy was detected as 0.6-0.5 mass% by EDS point analysis. On the other hand, chromium was concentrated at primary particle boundaries in Cu-Cr with VGCFs as shown in (b) and (c). There was also carbon in same area. The carbon was considered to be derived from VGCFs. The concentrated area of Cu-Cr with VGCFs sintered for 5 h was wider than that of sintered for 0.5 h. There were 0.1-0.3 mass% and 0.05-0.2 mass% solid solution of chromium in 0.5h sintering material and 5h sintering material, respectively. The amount of chromium solid solution in Cu-Cr alloy matrix with VGCFs was about half of the amount of that without VGCFs.

Fig. 7 SEM-EDS analysis of extruded material of Cu-Cr (a), Cu-Cr with VGCFs composite sintered for 1.8 ks (b), and Cu-Cr with VGCFs composite sintered for 18 ks (c)

Fig. 8 showed Raman spectra collected from as-received raw VGCFs, heat treated VGCFs, and VGCFs dispersed in the sintered Cu-Cr composite. D-band and G-band were observed in Raman spectra of semiconducting and metallic VGCFs. D-band involves a defect which breaks the basic symmetry of graphene sheet [17]. D-band and G-band peak ratio (IG/ID) of raw VGCFs was 3.3. After heat treated, this tendency was not changed. On the other hand, IG/ID of VGCFs dispersed in the Cu-Cr with VGCFs composite was around 1.3, that is, the peak intensity of D-band became stronger in the composite. It was suggested that there was a reaction of VGCFs in the sintered Cu-Cr with VGCFs material.

Fig. 8 Raman spectra collected from as-received raw VGCFs, heat treated VGCFs, and those dispersed in sintered Cu-Cr with VGCFs material

Fig. 9 shows the TEM-EDS analysis results of the Cu-Cr
with VGCFs composite material. Chromium was concentrated around VGCF from EDS result, while Cr$_7$C$_3$ was detected by a diffraction pattern. In the case of Cu-Cr with VGCFs, the chromium amount of solid solution to Cu is about 0.3 mass% at 1173 K, and chromium carbide is stable at 1173 K (Gibbs free energy; $\Delta G$ Cr$_7$C$_3$: -83.5 kJ/mol [Cr]) [18]. Thus, the chromium atoms contained in the Cu matrix reacted with VGCFs, and resulted in strong bonding between the matrix and VGCFs through the formation of carbide. At the same time, the electrical pass of the Cu matrix was increased due to decreasing the amount of the solid solution of the titanium and chromium atoms in the matrix.
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Fig. 9 TEM-EDS observation and chromium mapping results of extruded Cu-Cr with 0.1 mass% VGCFs

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the effects of the reactions between the chromium as alloying element and VGCFs in the Cu alloy on the mechanical and electrical properties were investigated. The results of this study are summarized as follows:

Extruded material of Cu-Cr with VGCFs sintered for 5h had 244 MPa UTS, 183 MPa YS and 27.8% elongation. The tensile strength of composite material of Cu-Cr with VGCFs decreased significantly compared to the monolithic Cu-Cr alloy. This result caused to decreasing the solid solved chromium in the Cu matrix. However, there were VGCFs on fracture surface of tensile test specimen by SEM observation.

VGCFs were reacted with chromium, and then a carbide compound appeared around VGCFs in Cu-Cr with VGCFs composites. The extruded Cu-Cr with VGCFs had high strengths because of the bonding between the Cu matrix and VGCFs through the formation of carbide by the reaction between the solid solute elements and VGCFs during sintering. At the same time, the electrical pass of Cu-Cr matrix was increased because of the decreasing amount of the elemental solid solution in the matrix.